


Christmas Fairies Reversible Tree Skirt
Quilt designed by Marinda Stewart. Quilt measures approximately 52" diameter.

Fabric:  Yardage:  Cutting: 
CM0376 Garland 1-1/2 yards Cut nine panels using enlarged 
     template.

DM3950 Green 1-1/2 yards Cut nine panels using enlarged 
     template.

DC3940 Green 5/8 yard Fussy cut nine fairy blocks leaving an
     1/8" green border outside the red 
     border on each side.

CM0376 Hollyberry 3/4 yard Cut ten 1-3/4" x 20-1/2" strips and 
     four 1-3/4" x 10" strips on the straight 
     grain. Cut nine 1-3/4" x 15" strips 
     and one 1-3/4" x 50" strips on the bias.
  
You will also need:
57” x 57” backing  
Nine pieces of batting measuring 16" x 22"    
Threads to match 
Scissors
Straight Pins 
Acrylic Ruler 
Mat & Rotary Cutter

Assembly Instructions:
01) Enlarge the template 200%. Follow the cutting instructions to cut the
      tree skirt panels. 

02) Place one DC3940 green rectangle on one CM0376 Garland panel 
      right sides up. Center the rectangle equally from each edge and 
      1-3/4" up from the bottom edge. Machine applique in place. Repeat 
      with the remaining DC3940 green rectangles and CM0376 Garland
      panels to make nine CM0376 Garland panels.

03) Layer each DM3950 panel, piece of batting and one CM0376 
      appliquéed panel. Baste and quilt as desired to make nine quilted
      panels.

04) Bind the lower curved edge of each panel with one 15" bias strip 
      of CM0376 Hollyberry.

05) Place two panels CM0376 sides together and sew the two panels 
      together down one long straight side. Repeat to add a third panel
      and continue to add the remaining panels. Do not sew into a 
      complete circle. 

06) Using one 1-3/4" x 20-1/2" straight grain strip to bind over each 
      raw seam on the sewn panels. Turn under the raw edges at
      the bottom of each panel seam.

07) To make the ties, fold each 10" CM0376 in half lengthwise. Press.
      Fold 1/4" seam into the center fold on each side. Top stitch along the 
      folded edges. Repeat to make four ties total.

08) Place two ties on each side of the open panel- one at the bottom of 
      the panel and one in the middle of the panel on each side. Bind the 
      edges with the remaining two 20-1/2" CM0376 Hollyberry strips.

09) Fold the remaining 50" CM0376 Hollyberry strip in half to mark the
      middle. Center the binding on the inner edge of the top curved portion
      of the tree skirt. Stitch the binding in place. DO NOT TRIM EXTRA.

10) Stitch along the folded edge of the remaining binding ends as in Step 
      7 to make to the top ties. Tie a knot at the end of each skirt ties.
 

Disclaimers
• This pattern is provided as a courtesy to quilt stores, catalogs and quilters.
  Michael Miller Fabrics, LLC is not responsible for the accuracy of any kits 
  packaged to accompany this pattern. Please direct any inquires to the kit
  maker.

• Yardage requirements for this pattern may allow for excess yardage to 
   accommodate specific placement of motifs or to allow for any fussy-cutting 
   to achieve the finished quilt design.

• While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage 
  requirements and construction directions, this does not allow for personal 
  variations in measuring, cutting and or sewing. the enclosed directions were 
  used in the construction of the original quilt.
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Template- Enlarge 200%
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